San Marcos Baseball Team Is CIF’s Spring Victory With Honor Selection

Wings ‘N Things Helps Honor a Great Team

The San Marcos High baseball team has been named the CIF San Diego Section’s Victory With Honor recipient for the Spring season, recognizing the team’s achievement both on and off the field.

Sponsored by CIF San Diego Section partner Wings ‘N Things, the award honors one San Diego Section team at the end of each season, as a way to reinforce the core principles of high school athletics in the San Diego Section.

“The CIF is proud to honor the San Marcos Baseball team,” said CIF Commissioner Jerry Schniepp. “They were great on the field—they won Section’s Division II Championships. And they were great on-campus, in the community, and most important, in the classroom too. They’re excellent representatives of the thousands of young men and women who compete in the CIF San Diego Section.” For more information on the Victory With Honor Award, contact Jim Esterbrooks of the CIF San Diego Section at jimbifsds@gmail.com.